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The Innocent's Sinful Craving Everything she's ever wanted... Dana Grantham dreamt of a future in her stately childhood home - but a
shameful scandal and billionaire Zac Belisandro drove her away. ...at a price! Now, Zac has the power to give her back the life she craves,
but he has an outrageous proposition. He'll give Dana her heart's desire if she gives him her hand in marriage...and her innocence on their
wedding night!
'PEOPLE TALK AS IF THERE IS SOMETHING WRONG ABOUT LORD BRENTMORE. SOMETHING ABOUT HIS PAST.' Lord Brentmore –
half Irish peasant, half English aristocrat – grew up under a cloud of scandal. Even money and a title aren't enough to stay the wagging
tongues of the ton. But he's vowed that his children will never experience the same stigma. After the death of their infamous mother they
need a reputable governess. Anna Hill is too passionate, too alluring, but she fills Brentmore Hall with light and laughter again – and its
master with feelings he'd forgotten... But a lord marrying a governess would be the biggest scandal of all!
Struggling actress Abigail Lindgren feels it's her duty to notify her roommate's family of Sunny's murder. Problem is, a tangled web including
lies, a reclusive grandfather and an inheritance makes things more than complicated.
Read this classic, passionate romance from USA Today bestselling author Michelle Reid, now available for the first time in e-book! The
taming of Madeline... Wild and wilful, Madeline had run rings around the besotted men who fell for her wicked blue eyes and black mane of
hair. Until she met Dominic Stanton. Their scandalous affair and broken engagement had sent Madeline running, crushed by a man who took
his revenge in the most public of ways. But now Madeline has returned, poised and controlled, her inner fire hidden - to everyone but
Dominic. And, somehow, two passionate adversaries will try to end the bitterness that has driven their families apart. But both know it's a
dangerous game... Originally published in 1994.
WAKING UP WITH A STRANGER WAS THE LEAST OF HALEY CAUFIELD'S PROBLEMS A very official-looking license said she was
married to one. And staring at the very male, very naked Adam Harrington, she knew the scandal she'd come to Sacramento to escape from
was nothing compared to the one in store for her... !
The Billionaire's Christmas Gift by Carole Mortimer There's just one thing Nick Steele's daughter wants for Christmas her teacher to join
them. The tycoon isn't thrilled at having to share the festivities with a grumpy old lady. But once he meets Beth and discovers she's young
and lovely, there might be another gift in store a diamond ring. One Christmas Night In Venice by Jane Porter When Diane returned to Venice
to attend the Christmas masked ball, she was shocked and thrilled to see Domenico Coducci. The husband she'd thought dead was still alive
and as magnificent as ever. But Diane needs to know that Domenico still holds her in his heart before she can take her place in his bed
again! Their Scandalous Affair by Catherine George The beautiful, but fiery, Avery Crawford wants to keep her affair with handsome
millionaire Jonas Mercer private. She's survived a scandal in the past and now likes to keep her secrets quiet. Yet not only does Jonas want
their relationship to go public, he's determined to claim Avery as his bride with a Christmas proposal! What he doesn't bargain for is more
scandal
Their passion is blazing… And leads to scandalous consequences! While on a business trip, dutiful heiress Francesca Ristori is stunned to be
swept away with her desire for Italian tycoon Nic Falcone! Nic is unlike any man she’s ever met before and his searing touch thrills and
excites her beyond words. But Francesca believes it can only be temporary—she must return to her aristocratic life. Until she learns she’s
pregnant with the billionaire’s baby! Get swept away by this classic pregnancy story!
Her name is ruined, but her heart is untouched! Having saved Cassandra Furnival from scandal once before, it shouldn’t have surprised
Colonel Nathaniel Fairfax that she was now attempting to lay siege to the ton’s eligible bachelors! Determined to thwart her plans, he’s as
astounded by her defiance as by her beauty. But nothing shocks the jaded soldier more than discovering her innocence. Restoring her
reputation is set to bring about the scandal of the season! Mills & Boon Historical – Intense passion, lavish settings and romance, burning
brightly through the centuries.

The ghosts that haunt our sexual pleasure were born in the Stone Age. Sex and gender taboos were used by tribes to differentiate
themselves from one another. These taboos filtered into the lives of Bronze and Iron Age men and women who lived in city-states
and empires. For the early Christians, all sex play was turned into sin, instilled with guilt, and punished severely. With the invention
of sin came the construction of women as subordinate beings to men. Despite the birth of romance in the late middle ages,
Renaissance churches held inquisitions to seek out and destroy sex sinners, all of whom it saw as heretics. The Age of Reason
saw the demise of these inquisitions. But, it was doctors who would take over the roles of priests and ministers as sex became
defined by discourses of crime, degeneracy, and sickness. The middle of the 20th century saw these medical and religious
teachings challenged for the first time as activists, such as Alfred Kinsey and Margaret Sanger, sought to carve out a place for
sexual freedom in society. However, strong opposition to their beliefs and the growing exploitation of sex by the media at the close
of the century would ultimately shape 21st century sexual ambivalence. Book Two of this two-part publication traces the history of
sex from the Victorian Era to present day. Interspersed with ‘personal hauntings’ from his own life and the lives of friends and
relatives, Knowles reveals how historical discourses of sex continue to haunt us today. This book is a page-turner in simple and
plain language about ‘how sex got screwed up’ for millennia. For Knowles, if we know the history of sex, we can get over it.
A man named Francisco visits Sarah at her office. He’s a man with black eyes and a sharp gaze who is overflowing with charm.
However, he arrogantly demands that she tell him where her father is. He claims that her father seduced and ran off with his
eighteen-year-old sister! There has to be a mistake. Sarah lies her way out of the situation and visits the one place her father
might be—Andalusia. But Francisco secretly follows her there and then whisks her away to his castle…
“We can make love all night. No strings.” But will passion cost her everything?
The Unmasking Of Lady Loveless by Nicola Cornick All of London is buzzing about The Adventures of a Woman of Pleasure by
Lady Loveless, a book of barely disguised accounts of the ton's sexual escapades. When Lord Alexander Beaumont learns that
the mysterious Lady Loveless is none other than his innocent estranged wife, Melicent, there's only one solution Alex must seduce
her and learn all her wanton secrets... Disrobed And Dishonoured by Louise Allen Miss Sarah Tatton needs a way out of her
engagement, and highwayman Jonathan Kirkland may be just the man to teach her the art of love. Libertine Lord, Pickpocket by
Bronwyn Scott Julian Burke's reputation as a libertine was famous throughout Vienna, but few people knew his true mission. When
Julian spots Sophie DuPlessy at a party, he thinks the vivacious beauty is just another debutante who can help his charade. But
Sophie is playing a dangerous game of her own... The Unlacing Of Miss Leigh by Diane Gaston Disfigured Captain Graham Veall
never expected virginal Miss Margaret Leigh to respond to his advertisement for female company. Can she soothe his inner
wounds? Notorious Lord, Compromised Miss by Annie Burrows Debutante Katherine Malahithe has come to London determined
to resist fortune hunters. But the handsome, provoking, Viscount Maldon becomes an unlikely ally. Can either of them escape the
altar when friendship turns to passion...and scandal?
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The Innocent Behind The Scandal - Abby Green Orphaned and innocent, yet Zoe Collins is as cynical about love as tycoon Maks
Marchetti. It makes their nights together dangerously addictive...but can a bond forged in the bedroom withstand an exposé in the
headlines? The Queen’s Impossible Boss - Natalie Anderson Switching places with her twin was supposed to give Queen Jade
two weeks free from duty. Not ignite an instant desire for her sister’s billionaire boss! Yet, perhaps, Jade and Alvaro Byrne can
explore their unrivalled connection...just for Christmas! Bound As His Business-deal Bride - Kali Anthony To save her family’s
company, CEO Eve Chevalier must accept a takeover bid from her rival Gage Caron. And there’s one term that isn’t up for
negotiation...Eve must pose as Gage’s fiancée! Stolen To Wear His Crown - Marcella Bell Scientist Mina has finally secured her
dream job, when she’s stolen from the interview room! She’s taken directly to the palace chapel where the terms of a secret
betrothal mean marrying powerful King Zayn — immediately! Mills & Boon Modern — Escape to exotic locations where passion
knows no bounds.
Mills & Boon Desire — Luxury, scandal, desire — welcome to the lives of the elite. At the Rancher’s Pleasure - Joss Wood Runaway
groom Brett Harrison was Royal’s favorite topic until Sarabeth Edmonds returned. Banished years before by her ex-husband,
she’s determined to reclaim her life and reputation. But a spontaneous kiss meant to rile up town gossips unleashes a passionate
romance neither can ignore... Craving a Real Texan - Charlene Sands Grieving CEO Cade Tremaine retreats to his family’s cabin
and finds gorgeous chef Harper Dawn. She’s wary and hiding her identity after rejecting a televised proposal, but their spark is
immediate. Will the Texan find a second chance at love, or will Harper’s secret drive him away? How to Live with Temptation Fiona Brand Billionaire Tobias Hunt has always believed the beautiful Allegra Mallory was only after his money. Now, forced to live
and work together, she claims a fake fiancé to prove she isn’t interested. But, with sparks flying, Tobias wants what he can no
longer have... His Perfect Fake Engagement - Shannon McKenna When a scandal jeopardises playboy CEO Drew Maddox’s
career, he proposes a fake engagement to his brilliant and philanthropic friend Jenna Sommers to revitalise his reputation and
fund her efforts. But as passion takes over, can this bad boy reform his ways for her? Waking Up Married - Reese Ryan One
passionate Vegas night finds bourbon executive Zora Abbott married to her friend, Dallas Hamilton. To protect their reputations
after their tipsy vows go viral, they agree to stay married for one year. But their fake marriage is realer and hotter than they
could’ve imagined! After Hours Attraction - Kianna Alexander After finding out his ex embezzled funds, recording COO Gage
Woodson has sworn off workplace romance. But when he’s stranded with his assistant Ainsley Voss on a business trip, their
chemistry is too hot to ignore. Will they risk their working relationship for something more?
USA TODAY bestselling author Dani Collins brings delicious drama to this royal romance…with a scandalous twist! ‘Ruin me.’ And
she’ll enjoy every delicious second! The king of Vallia never wanted to ascend to the throne. But in order to abdicate, Luca needs
a good, old-fashioned disgrace. That’s where powerhouse PR pro Amy Miller comes in! Amy’s revived the career of many a star.
She can certainly torpedo that of a reluctant royal. But when instant attraction ignites with Luca, Amy’s soon starring in the
scandal. And the fire burning between them is anything but fake news. But will this explosive flame be extinguished by what’s
hidden in Amy’s past? Mills & Boon Modern — Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds.
The Inconvenient Elmswood Marriage - Marguerite Kaye When Lord Elmswood is badly hurt, Kate must nurse the husband she
barely knows back to health...and discovers how maddeningly attractive he is! His Countess For A Week - Sarah Mallory To
uncover a killer, Arabella masquerades as a countess! Randolph, her ‘husband,’ agrees to her ruse for a week. Now they must
share everything – except a bed? The Secrets Of Lord Lynford - Bronwyn Scott Eaton Lynford hides a painful secret that means
he can never marry. Seducing beautiful, headstrong Eliza is the perfect distraction, but will his truth divide them forever? Mr
Fairclough’s Inherited Bride - Georgie Lee Silas Fairclough’s practical marriage to Lady Mary is shaken up by news from
England. Now they must leave America and return to the land of scandal they’d left behind... Mills & Boon Historical – Intense
passion, lavish settings and romance, burning brightly through the centuries.
Stripped of her defences...Italy's most desirable playboy, Gianluca Benedetti, might not initially recognise Ava Lord as the beautiful
bridesmaid who stole his breath and shared his bed all those years ago, but one glimpse of the curves beneath her buttoned-up clothes and it
all comes rushing back When a steamy kiss between them ignites a media firestorm, Gianluca whisks Ava off to the Amalfi Coast to minimise
the PR scandal. As she explores the reignited passion between them Ava realises the danger of opening her heart. Because the closer
Gianluca gets...the more cracks in her carefully constructed armour appear. 'If you've picked up this book...don't put it down ' - Victoria,
Copywriter, Horsham www.lucy-ellis.com
Untouched Until Her Ultra-Rich Husband - Dani Collins To avoid destitution, Luli needs outrageously wealthy Gabriel's help. The multibillionaire's solution? He'll secure both their futures by marrying her! But sweeping Luli into his luxurious world, Gabriel discovers the
chemistry with his untouched wife is priceless... Greek's Baby Of Redemption - Kate Hewitt When brooding billionaire Alex needs a wife to
secure his business, his housekeeper Milly agrees. But their wedding night sparks an unexpected fire! Could Milly - and his unborn child - be
the key to Alex's redemption? Untamed Billionaire's Innocent Bride - Caitlin Crews To prevent a scandal, Lauren needs to find reclusive
Dominik - her boss's estranged brother - and convince him to marry her! As Dominik awakens her long-dormant desire, will Lauren accept
that their hunger can't be denied...? Reunited By The Greek's Vows - Andie Brock Kate's stunned when ex-fiance, Nikos, storms back into
her life - and demands they marry! Desperate to save her company, she agrees. But what these heated adversaries don't anticipate, is that
their still-smoldering flame will explode into irresistible passion...
"REDEEMING THE BILLIONAIRE SEAL Navy SEAL Chance Masters is only back on the family ranch until his next deployment. But then he
runs into girl next door, Holly Anderson! And as he watches Holly struggle to raise her infant niece, it brings out a protective side Chance
didnâe(tm)t even know he hadâe¦ "A PREGNANCY SCANDAL One broken rule. One night of passion. And nowâe¦one accidental pregnancy!
A marriage of convenience is the only way to prevent a scandal for popular senator Phillip Edgeworth and sexy CFO Alexandra Meer âe" until
their union becomes so much more!"
The Scandal Of The Season - Annie Burrows Colonel Nathaniel Fairfax is determined to stop Cassandra Furnival causing scandal during her
season. But he is unprepared for her innocence, and her beauty... An Unconventional Countess - Jenni Fletcher Her mother’s unfair exile
from society taught shopkeeper Annabelle Fortini that aristocrats can’t be trusted. Samuel Delaney, reluctant earl, may be just the man to
prove her wrong! Rags-To-Riches Wife - Catherine Tinley Jane Bailey’s life is upended when wealthy gentleman Robert Kendal takes her to
visit her long-lost grandfather. Can this lady’s maid ever hope to love a gentleman? Lilian And The Irresistible Duke - Virginia Heath
Responsible widow Lilian Fairclough has an unexpected and passionate reunion with brooding Italian duke Pietro Venturi in Rome. But what
will happen once she returns home? Mills & Boon Historical — Intense passion, lavish settings and romance, burning brightly through the
centuries.
One convenient download. One bargain price. Get all November Harlequin Presents with one click! Mix irresistible desire, sizzling sensuality
and undeniable passion with tormented jealousy, cynical mistrust and foolish misunderstandings, and you have the perfect recipe for
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breathtaking drama and thrilling romance. And when you set these enthralling stories in lush locales and people them with powerful, wealthy,
privileged men and innocent, alluring, feisty women, you have the makings of a classic Harlequin Presents romance. Enjoy eight new stories
chock full of gripping emotions and sexual tension, by some of Harlequin Presents's top selling authors in this fabulous bundle, which
includes: Ruthlessly Bedded by the Italian Billionaire by Emma Darcy, Sicilian Husband, Unexpected Baby by Sharon Kendrick, Mendez's
Mistress by Anne Mather, The Sheikh's Wayward Wife by Sandra Marton, Bedded by the Greek Billionaire by Kate...
HE'S NEVER FORGOTTEN HER. BUT CAN HE FORGIVE HER? When Alastair Ransleigh sees Diana, Duchess of Graveston, for the first
time since she jilted him, he makes her a shockingly insulting offer... the chance to become his mistress. And, even more shockingly, she
accepts! But the widowed Duchess is nothing like the bold, passionate girl Alastair once loved. Years of suffering at the hands of a cruel
husband have taken their toll. And as Alastair resolves to save Diana from the damage of the past their chance meeting turns feelings of
revenge to thoughts of rescue... Ransleigh Rogues: where these notorious rakes go, scandal always follows...
Her Texas Renegade - Joanne Rock When wealthy widow and business owner Miranda Dupree needs a security expert, there’s only one
person for the job — her ex, bad boy hacker Kai Maddox. It’s all business until passions reignite, but will her old flame burn her a second
time? After Hours Seduction - Janice Maynard When billionaire CEO Quinten Stone is injured, he reluctantly accepts live-in help at his remote
home from assistant Katie Duncan — who he had a passionate affair with years earlier. Soon he’s fighting his desire for the off-limits beauty
as secrets from their past resurface... Claimed By A Steele - Brenda Jackson When it comes to settling down, playboy CEO Gannon Steele
has a ten-year plan. And it doesn’t include journalist Delphine Ryland. So why is he inviting her on a cross-country trip? Especially since their
red-hot attraction threatens to do away with all his good intentions... Ruthless Pride - Naima Simone Putting family first, CEO Joshua Lowell
abandoned his dreams to save his father’s empire. When journalist Sophie Armstrong uncovers a shocking secret, he’ll do everything in his
power to shield his family from another scandal. But wanting her is a complication he didn’t foresee... Scandalous Reunion - Jules Bennett
Financially blackmailed attorney Maty Taylor must persuade her ex, Sam Hawkins, to sell his beloved distillery to his enemy. His refusal does
nothing to quiet the passion between Maty and Sam. When powerful secrets are revealed, can their second chance survive? Secrets Of A
Fake Fiancée - Yahrah St. John Rejected by the family she wants to know, Morgan Stewart accepts Jared Robinson’s proposal to pose as
his fiancée to appease his own family. But when their fake engagement uncovers real passion, can Morgan have what she’s always wanted,
or will a vicious rumour derail everything? Mills & Boon Desire — Luxury, scandal, desire — welcome to the lives of the elite.
Do you dream of wicked rakes, gorgeous Highlanders, muscled Viking warriors and rugged Wild West cowboys? Harlequin® Historical brings
you three new full-length titles in one collection! A LADY BECOMES A GOVERNESS The Governess Swap by Diane Gaston (Regency)
When the ship Lady Rebecca is on wrecks, she assumes the identity of a governess she believes has drowned. In this new life she meets
handsome Lord Brookmore—dare she reveal who she is for a chance at happiness? ONE WEEK TO WED The Sommersby Brides by Laurie
Benson (Regency) Meeting dashing Lord Andrew Pearce brings widowed Lady Charlotte Gregory’s solitary world back to vibrant life. Their
night of secret passion leads to shock, scandal…and a sudden marriage of convenience! THE MASTER OF CALVERLEY HALL by Lucy
Ashford (Regency) Once a blacksmith’s boy, now master of Calverley Hall! Yet Connor Hamilton returns to find that his old friend Isobel
Blake has lost everything. The fragility beneath her brave smile makes him want to hold her close… Look for Harlequin® Historical’s July
2018 Box set 2 of 2, filled with even more timeless love stories!

Four stories of passion, secrets and scandal! In The Secrets She Carried by Lynne Graham, Erin Turner and Cristophe Donakis
set the bed sheets alight during their affair. But her hopes of a diamond ring disappeared when he kicked her onto the streets.
Years later, Erin's world is rocked when her newest business client is her ex–lover! In A Scandal, A Secret, A Baby by Sharon
Kendrick, Dante D'Arezzo is the last person famous songwriter Justina Perry wants to see at her best friend's wedding. He broke
her heart once; she won't surrender to his insatiable desire again. But what Dante wants... When Justina's pregnancy hits the front
page and Dante knows he's the father. He'll claim his heir and–if he wants her–a wife! In A Shameful Consequence by Carol
Marinelli, Nico Eliades is back on the Greek island of Xanos to uncover long–buried family secrets. He can't help but notice a bride
in a crumpled wedding dress sitting on the steps of his hotel. Constantine's marriage is over before the wedding night. A humiliated
virgin bride, she longs to feel desired...but their one night together has consequences and Constantine has no choice but to reveal
her bombshell to Nico... In Count Toussaint's Baby by Kate Hewitt, French count Jean–Luc Toussaint had never seen such a
beauty! Under the glare of the spotlight, the spirited performance of the waiflike pianist Abigail Summers mesmerized him. Swept
off her feet by the count, Abigail naively thought she'd be forever wined and dined at his château. Instead, the unassuming starlet
found herself abandoned, penniless, pregnant... and waiting with bated breath for the brooding Frenchman to read the newspaper
headlines and come back to her.
A sexy soldier comes back from the dead to protect his daughter and her beautiful guardian.
A family scandal! Georgia had imagined becoming Jarrod Maclean's wife a hundred times - until she'd found him in what seemed
like a passionate embrace with his own stepmother... . Devastated by his betrayal, Georgia had convinced herself she was glad
when he left town.
Scandals! Exposed: millionaire in baby battle! Suddenly, Clare was the latest tabloid gossip: the girl who'd had an affair with Jack
Straker, notorious tycoon... . Their night of passion, five years ago, should never have happened. Clare had been vulnerable, and
Jack had been married.
Billionaire Behind the Mask - Andrea Laurence A Cinderella makeover for busy chef Lauren Roberts leads to an unforgettable
night of passion with a masked stranger — commanding CEO Sutton Wingate. But when the masks come off and startling truths
are revealed, can these two find happily ever after? High Society Secrets - Karen Booth Star architect Clay Morgan knows
betrayal. Now, he keeps his feelings — and beautiful women — at bay. Until he meets his new office manager, Astrid Sterling. Their
sizzling chemistry is undeniable, but will a secret from her past destroy everything they’ve built? Untamed Passion - Cat Schield
After one mind-blowing night together, bad boy photographer Oliver Lowell never expected to see Sammi Guzman again. Now,
she’s pregnant. Passion has never been their problem, but can this black sheep tame his demons for a future together?
Temptation at Christmas - Maureen Child Their divorce papers were never filed! So, Mia Harper tracks down her still husband,
Sam Buchanan, aboard his luxury cruise liner. Now, two weeks at sea tempts them into a hot holiday affair...or will it become
something more? The Devil’s Bargain - Kira Sinclair The last person Genevieve Reilly should want is charming jewelry thief, Finn
DeLuca — even though he’s the father of her son. But desire still draws her to him. And when old enemies resurface, maybe Finn
is exactly the kind of bad billionaire she needs... After Hours Seduction - Kianna Alexander A tempting new music venture reunites
songwriter Eden Voss with ex-boyfriend, record label executive Blaine Woodson. He wronged her in the past, so they vow to keep
things strictly business this time. But there is nothing professional about the heat still between them... Mills & Boon Desire —
Luxury, scandal, desire — welcome to the lives of the elite.
A Marriage Of Equals - Elizabeth Rolls Risking everything...for love! Having struggled so hard to become a successful business
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owner, Jamaica-born Psyché Winthrop-Abeni has no interest in relinquishing her freedom or property to a husband. But when
gentleman Will Barclay comes to her aid, their intense connection tempts her into a thrillingly passionate, temporary affair! It's the
perfect arrangement...until Will feels honour-bound to propose. His offer is one she'd never dared to dream of, but can she trust
Will enough to take the risk? A Viscount To Save Her Reputation - Helen Dickson The makings of a scandal...or a marriage?
Escaping from a marriage she didn't want, heiress Lucy Walsh falls straight into the arms of Christopher Wilding, Viscount Rockley
- causing a scandal! Lucy's drawn to the enigmatic viscount, but he seems to think he's too cynical and mature for her. While she's
under his protection the ton will gossip, and with her godmother on her way to fetch her, Lucy is running out of options to save her
reputation - and her heart!
Re-read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer. Aura Jones knows that she and successful
financial businessman James Ballantine could light up the skies with their desire for each other. But falling in love with him is a risk
she can’t allow herself to take, not whilst she’s still haunted by the secrets in her past. Aura knows James has been disillusioned
– he needs a woman who has a spotless reputation, not one fuelled by scandal, like Aura’s. She must call off their affair before
things go too far. But can Aura continue to hold herself back, once their red-hot passion has been unleashed? Originally published
in 1987. Mills & Boon Modern – Seduction, glamour and sinfully seductive heroes await you in luxurious international locations.
Pregnant and on the run, Rachel Malone Delcorte is the only witness to the murder of two federal agents. Mob boss Carlos
Delcorte wants her baby–his grandson–and he wants Rachel dead. But as fate would have it, sheriff's deputy Jethro "J.J." Fox
gets to Rachel first.
Standing high on the windswept moors, the lone figure of Heath Montanha vows vengeance on the woman who destroyed the last fragments
of his heartâe¦ Lady Katherine Charlton has never forgotten the stable hand with dangerous fists and a troubled heart from her childhood.
Now the rebel is back, his powerful anger concealed under a polished and commanding veneer. When ten years of scandal and secrets are
unleashed, with a passionate, furious kiss, Heathâe(tm)s deepest, darkest wish crystallizes: revengeâe"and Kathyâe"will be his!
Stripped of her defences...Italy's most desirable playboy, Gianluca Benedetti, might not initially recognise Ava Lord as the beautiful
bridesmaid who stole his breath and shared his bed all those years ago, but one glimpse of the curves beneath her buttoned-up clothes and it
all comes rushing back! When a steamy kiss between them ignites a media firestorm, Gianluca whisks Ava off to the Amalfi Coast to
minimise the PR scandal. As she explores the reignited passion between them Ava realises the danger of opening her heart. Because the
closer Gianluca gets...the more cracks in her carefully constructed armour appear. 'If you've picked up this book...don't put it down!' - Victoria,
Copywriter, Horsham www.lucy-ellis.com
Never Gamble with a Caffarelli A ruthless millionaire...who drives a hard bargain Model and heiress Angelique Marchand is furious continental playboy Remy Caffarelli has won her mother's ancestral home in a card game! Angelique tracks him down in the Middle East to
reclaim her birthright, but when she's found in his hotel room these sworn enemies are forced to marry. Rather than annul the bond Remy
wants to exploit their marriage for business...and for pleasure! A Dangerous Solace Stripped of her defences... Italy's most desirable playboy,
Gianluca Benedetti, might not initially recognise Ava Lord, but it soon comes rushing back! When a steamy kiss between them ignites a
media firestorm, Gianluca whisks Ava off to the Amalfi Coast to avoid scandal. Though their passion rekindles, Ava soon realises the danger
of opening her heart because the closer Gianluca gets, the more cracks in her carefully constructed armour appear...
Scandals! Have you heard the latest?
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